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    Shelun is a kind of Style which is emerging and flourishing in Han and Wei and 
Six Dynasty. It is with vivid characters. However, for a long time, there is few papers 
on the shelun style and Shelun literature. In view of the basic historical data, this text 
is to make an analysis of the Shelun literature of this period. 
    Introduction explains the meaning of the concept of the Shelun style 、Shelun 
literature and the situation of other' study on the Shelun literature. 
    Chapter one is about the origin of Shelun style. It is “Shewen” form in the 
articles of Pre-Qin Dynasty. Expressing ideal thought answering question is the 
Shelun style's most obvious stylistic characteristic, and <Da ke nan> is the 
representative of the Shelun literature. 
    Chapter two is about the relationship of the name –“Shelun” and the practical 
works- “Shelun literature”, and their's development and evolution. 
  Chapter three is to analyze the Shelun literature of Han and Wei and Six 
Dynasty, and emphasizes existent works. 
    Chapter four is about the content of Shelun literature, and analyze the frame of 
the scholar’s mind. 
    Chapter five is about the artistic characters of Shelun literature, and emphasizes 
the character of humor.  
    Conclusion is the main points of the text. 
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    《汉书》本传载：“（东方朔）上书陈农战强国之计，推意放荡，终不见用，
因著论设客难己，用位卑以自慰谕”[21]（p2864），交代《答客难》[22]（p266-267）
的写作缘由和目的。 
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